CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION

In this chapter, the writer concludes about plot, and Moral Value in JK. Rowling *Harry Potter: the prisoner of Azkaban*. Plot in this novel separates in five parts. There are exposition, complication, climax, falling action, and denouement. The exposition happens when Harry Potter began to fatten Aunt Marge. After Harry Potter rides knight bus, he saw a big black shadow that resembles a large black dog in the corner slit bus. Harry Potter gets news that prisoner escaped Azkaban named Sirius Black. And told that Sirius Black on a very evil and cruel prisoners who escaped from Azkaban. The complication happens when Harry Potter leading to the map but Fred and George already knew about four of them he said to Hermione says one verse in the map. then in the second row of complication tell that Ron and Hermione put her hand to the head of Harry Potter to force Harry Potter hiding under the table to keep an eye on fudge and the last in the complication is the accusation Sirius Black were presumed dead when he was just hiding. The climax happens when of the story tells about the accident under Whomping Willow tree where grim, Sirius Black or black dog that always looking at Harry Potter. Harry Potter also know who is Sirius Black. In their Harry Potter know a person that will Harry Potter’s parent. He is Peter Pettigrew spy Lord Voldemort. The falling action happens when it means that Professor Dumbledore wants Harry Potter Hermione and helps them in the past and save some lives in this accident. Although Harry Potter does not know what the purpose by Professor Dumbledore and Hermione. To use the time machine, Harry Potter also knows all of the accident in the past. For use clock
time, Harry Potter knows that a person who to save Buckbeak for executor that will execute it is Harry Potter. Harry Potter also saves himself and Sirius Black from a hundred Dementors that surround the lake. Also Harry Potter success to the uses Mantra Petronous to expel hundreds of Dementors. Harry Potter also freed Sirius Black from the pursuit of the dementors that will return it to the Azkaban. The denouement happens when Sirius Black sends a letter to Harry Potter. Sirius Black also became Godfather of Harry Potter and give permission to Harry Potter to go to Hogsmade. Sirius Black does not do what the people’s say about him, actually he is try to help Harry Potter, firstly Harry Potter does not about the fact so that he judge Sirius Black is bad person. After he knows about the reality that happens to his parent finally Harry Potter conscious that Sirius Black is kind person. Simply writer can conclude about the moral value from the data that we cannot judge person by cover and people says, because sometimes something seen not same with the reality.